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OBT L - ESTIMATES FOR THE CAUGHT PROBLEM FOR HIPERBOLIC 
SXSTEMS 
J i r i KDPA8EK, Praha 
(Preliminary communication) 
In [1] the following theorem was proved: 
Theorem 1« Let the system 
dt fa * a*}. 
(1) 
where Aj,, B are N x N constant matrices, b* hy-
perbolic in the following sense: 
(H) oc) The matrix A ( ^ ) • .21 <ty Aj, 
has for a l l tty e R^ only real eigenvalues and can be 
diagonalized by a similarity transformation 
T~A («},) A (y) T(y) for all /y. e R^ . 
/S) There exist positive constants CA } C%, C% , T 
such that 
for a l l 4f € R ^ , t € < 0 , T > . 
Let for some f r c <1,+ oo>, it 4> I and for so -
me C >- 0 the following inequality hold: 
(2) l ^ < ^ , x ) » L f v 4 Clc? lL 
for a l l 0 -6 t ^ T,9>e$f, where ^ i s the solution 
of (1) with the i n i t i a l condition AA, CO, x ) - 9>Cx) • 
Then A± A - A^ A^ for i7 $. « 4 , 2,-., m. 
Remark. Using the Hormander's result about multi-
pliers in Uj-, (see corollary 1.3 in L2J) one can prove 
that (H),(/S) and (2) imply (H)(oo), SO that the assumption 
(H) ( co) can be removed. Note that P. Brenner has proved a 
more general result which wil l appear in Math.Scandinavi-
es*. Now we want to state the following generalization of 
the theorem 1» 
Theorem 2 . Let the system ( l ) satisfy (H)(/3) and 
for some fa > "1 and some <p, e C4; + oo ) , ^ . f 2 the 
inequality 
(2') l^Ct.x)^ 6 C i l 9 / L * 
^ fi. ft 
holds for 0 -6 t « T7 <y € if, where wfi are the 
Sobolev's spaces. Then the inequality (2) i s valid and 
A4 A^ - Ai At , i , i * 4, 2 , . . . , ^ . 
To prove th i s theorem, one can f i r s t ly obtain the 
inequality 
|>u^Ct 7 X) l l w ^ *. CJ\g>tw(„» 
where W£* } i s dual to W* | - + A. «- <f and f inal ly 
one can apply the interpolation theorem of Calderon £3J • 
Finally we generalize a result of Muravej for the wa-
ve equation [41 • 
Theorem 3 . Let the system ( l ) be hyperbolic in the 
sense of Petrovaki and ft & 0 . Then for i t s solutions 
AjUq the following estimation holds: 
U f t Ì>'0 W*>> 
for a l l t ^ 0 and cf € if., where C depends on yfi 
and Jk> i s the smallest integer satisfying 
[ y J - M ior fi = + oo 7 
Jk> { <nil-{) iov ft e <1,2> , 
nC{-^) to? f i € C2,+ «> ) . 
For the proof the imbedding theorem and finitenesa of the 
domain of dependence for ( l ) i s used. 
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